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Abstract—Load forecasting has become one of the major areas of
research in electrical engineering. Short term load forecasting
(STLF) is essential for power system planning and economic load
dispatch. A variety of mathematical methods has been developed
for load forecasting. This paper discusses the influencing factors
of STLF and an artificial intelligence (AI) based STLF model for
MGVCL load. It also includes comparison of various AI models.
Our main objective is to develop the best suited model for
MGVCL, by critically evaluating the ways in which the AI
techniques proposed are designed and tested.
Keywords-load forecasting; neural network; adaptive neuro
fuzzy interface system

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electric load forecasting is the process used to forecast
future electric load from the given historical load and weather
information. In the last few decades, several models have been
developed to forecast electric load more accurately than
analytical methods. Load forecasting can be divided into three
major categories [1]:
1. Long-term electric load forecasting, used to supply electric
utility company management with prediction of future
needs for future expansion, equipment purchases, or hiring
of new staff.
2. Medium-term forecasting, used for the purpose of
scheduling fuel supplies and maintenance.
3. Short-term forecasting used to supply necessary
information for the system management of day-to-day
operations and unit commitment for economic load
dispatch.
Short term load forecasting mainly aims at one hour to one
week forecast. As daily load pattern is highly non linear and
random, it is very difficult to obtain higher accuracy using
analytical methods. Application of artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques like neural networks and adaptive neuro fuzzy
interface systems is an advanced approach for accurate short
term load forecasting.
II.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

A. Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been used for many
years in sectors like medical science, defense industry,
www.etasr.com

robotics, electronics, economy, forecasts etc. The learning
property of ANNs in solving nonlinear and complex problems
is the cause of their application to forecasting problems.
B. Learning Algorithm
ANNs work through optimized weight values [2]. The
method by which the optimized weight values are attained is
called learning. In the process of learning we present to the
neural network pairs of input and output data and try to teach
the network how to produce the output when the corresponding
input is presented. When learning is complete, the trained
neural network, with the updated optimal weights, should be
able to produce the output within desired accuracy. There are
several learning algorithms. They can be broadly categorized
into two classes: supervised and unsupervised. Supervised
learning means guided learning, i.e. when the network is
trained by showing the input and the desired result side by-side.
This is similar to the learning experience in our childhood. As
children we learn about things (input) when we see them and
simultaneously are told (supervised) their names and the
respective functionalities (desired result). This is unlike the
unsupervised case where learning takes place from the input
pattern itself. In unsupervised learning the system learns about
the pattern from the data itself without a priori knowledge. This
is similar to our learning experience in adulthood. For example,
often in our working environment we are thrown into a project
or situation which we know very little about. However, we try
to familiarize with the situation as quickly as possible using our
previous experiences, education, willingness and similar other
factors. This adaptive mechanism is referred to as unsupervised
learning.
C. ANN Model Traning Process
Multilayer feed forward neural network (having input layer,
hidden layer and output layer) is used for STLF. The training
goal was set at 0 in order to ensure zero tolerance to network
computational errors [3]. The transfer function used was the
tan-sigmoid in the hidden layer while a linear function was
used in the output layer neurons so as not to constrain the
output's values. The learning function used is the steepest
gradient descent method. The Levenberg-Marquardt learning
function was used as it has better learning rate compared to the
other available functions in forecasting problems. The training
function used was the steepest gradient descent function and in
some tests the steepest gradient descent method with
momentum.
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III.

ADA
APTIVE NEURO
O FUZZY INTER
RFACE SYSTEM
M

An adaptivee neuro-fuzzyy inference ssystem or adaptive
nettwork-based ffuzzy inferencce system (AN
NFIS) is a kiind of
arttificial neural nnetwork that iis based on Taakagi–Sugeno fuzzy
infference system
m. Since it inteegrates both nneural networkks and
fuzzzy logic princciples, it has thhe potential caapturing the beenefits
of both in a singgle framework.. Its inference system corressponds
to a set of fuzzyy if–then ruless that have leaarning capabillity to
appproximate nonnlinear functioons. Hence, A
ANFIS is consiidered
to be a universall estimator.
A. ANFIS Archiitecture
In ANFIS architecture [4] (Figure 1), eaach joint in thee same
layyer has the anaalogous functiion. Level 1 shhows that withh each
inpput in terms of its associiation grade a linguistic ttag is
asssociated. This is also called membership ggrade [5] and it can
be defined by suuitable membeership functions with approopriate
parrameters. Thhe foundationn parameterss associated with
funnctions are callled nonlinear parameters.
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The ANFIS structure
s
is a meaningful aassignment of node
funnctions and bbecause of tthis several cconfigurationss are
posssible. ANFIS is an amalgam
mation of fuzzzy logic and neural
n
netw
work holding the benefits off both.
B. Learning Proocess
As mentioned above, bothh the premisee (non-linear)) and
connsequent (lineaar) parameterss of the ANFIIS should be tuuned,
utillizing the learnning process, to
t optimally reepresent the faactual
matthematical relaationships bettween the inpuut space and ooutput
spaace. Normally,, as a first stepp, an approxim
mate fuzzy model is
inittiated by the system
s
and theen improved thhrough an iterrative
adaaptive learningg process. Baasically, ANFIIS takes the iinitial
fuzzy model andd tunes it byy means of a hybrid technnique
mbining gradieent descent baack propagatioon and mean leastcom
squuares optimizaation algorithhms. At eachh epoch, an error
meaasure, usuallyy defined as thhe sum of the squared differrence
betw
ween actual and
a desired ouutput, is reducced. Training stops
wheen either the predefined eepoch numbeer or error raate is
obttained. There aare two passes in the hybrid learning proceedure
for ANFIS. In the forwardd pass of thee hybrid leaarning
algoorithm, functiional signals go forward tiill layer 4 andd the
connsequent paraameters are identified by the least sqquares
estiimate. In thee backward ppass, the erroor rates proppagate
bacckward and tthe premise pparameters arre updated byy the
graadient descent.. When the vaalues of the ppremise param
meters
l
are learned, the ooverall outputt (f) can be exxpressed as a linear
mbination of thhe consequent parameters ass:
com

f 
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Fig. 1.

AN
NFIS architecturee

Layer 2 show
ws fuzzy AND
D operations using
u
an approopriate
operator on the input signalss to generate the output ccan be
givven as
Oi

Wi

μpi x μqi x ;

i

1, 2

(1)

wn as the anallogous
The output oof this level is nnormally know
rulle of firing poower. The ratioo of a rule’s firing
f
strength is the
sum
mmation of tthe firing strrengths of alll the rules and
a
is
callculated in laayer 3. This iis known as firing strengtths of
norrmalization. T
The throughputt of layer 3 cann be given by:
Oi

Wi

;

i

1, 2

(2)

The output oof layer 4 is givven by:
Oi

W1d1
1

w1 aix

biy

ci ;

i

1, 2 (3)

In this, resultting parameterrs are ai, bi annd ci where i=11, 2 of
thee ANFIS. The amount of paarameters of ANFIS
A
is the sum of
preemise and resuultant parametters. In layer 5, overall outpput of
AN
NFIS which can be given below is the summatioon of
inccoming signalss.
Oi

∑ w1
1di
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∑
∑

whiich is linear. In
I the forwardd pass of the llearning algorrithm,
connsequent paraameters are identified by the least sqquares
estiimate. In the bbackward passs, the error siggnals, which arre the
derrivatives of thhe squared errror with resppect to each node
outp
tput, propagatee backward frrom the outputt layer to the input
layeer. In this bbackward pass, the premisse parameterss are
upddated by the grradient descennt algorithm.
IV.

RESULTS

A. ANN Model R
Results
Table I show
ws the comparrison of ANN
N model errorr and
foreecasted error. Average ANN
N error for 6thh January is 00.05%
andd forecasted errror is -1.346%
% while for 7th January average
AN
NN error is 0.134% and foreccasted error iss -1.566%. Figgure 2
shoows the compaarison of ANN
N error and forecasted
f
erroor for
Novvember and D
December. It shows that ANN
A
error is very
smaall compared to forecasted error. Figuree 2 also show
ws the
com
mparison of errrors for the enntire year whicch varies betw
ween 0.3%
% to 0.5%. Itt indicates thaat application of ANN for S
STLF
impproves the accuracy of forrecasting. Thee ANFIS erroor for
Febbruary and Maarch (Figure 22) varies up too 0.07%. A model
m
for the entire yeaar could be sim
milarly developped. A compaarison
betw
ween errors is also shown inn Figure 2.

(4)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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6 Jan
Errror
(AN
NN)
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-0..986
0.0050
0.0056
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-0..413
0.7779
-0..577
-1..671
1.3366
-0..407
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-0..394
-0..809
-2..410
1.0091
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0.3383
0.2240
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A
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RESULTS FOR
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th

6 JJan
Errror
(Foreccast)
-2.181
-0.6658
-0.6695
-0.8823
-0.0060
0.1778
-2.9935
-3.2281
-6.4404
-6.142
-4.7782
-2.5515
-3.6640
-2.9938
-2.6647
-0.4455
0.8339
2.2770
-2.7777
-1.6692
4.114
2.7445
0.1992
1.9443

7th Jaan
Erroor
(ANN
N)
-0.0446
0.0477
-0.0224
0.0488
2.1788
-1.512
0.0000
0.0199
0.0000
0.0000
1.9488
0.0366
0.0199
0.0188
-1.8777
-3.2887
-5.0221
-0.037
0.0188
0.0366
-1.018
-0.0440
11.6777
0.021

7th Jan
n
Error
(Forecasst)
-1.8999
-1.1299
-1.335
-1.2788
-2.683
-1.351
-2.145
-1.7800
-3.8000
1.042
-0.8422
-2.5044
-3.6566
1.575
2.217
0.263
0.436
-0.405
-0.3399
-2.123
-3.3066
-6.583
-3.935
-2.0199
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